Topic: Travel and Space
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Maths
- Number and counting (calculations at an appropriate
level for each child linked to stories).
- Addition and subtraction: differentiated levels.
- Place value.
- 2D and 3D shapes.

Key Texts
Stories related to Travel and Space:
- Back to Earth with a bump

- Key vocabulary , phonics and sounds at an appropriate level for each
child.

- Mr Grumpy’s Motor car

- Developing handwriting, letter formation or mark making—prewriting

- Whatever Next

skills.

- Laura’s Star

Developing pupils’ skills, curiosity and fascination about the
past and world around them, focused around:
- Matching a transport vehicle with its hub.
- Identifying parts of a railway station.
- Identifying what might be expected at a bus station.
- Describing what might be seen at a port.
- Identifying different parts of an airport.

PSHE & RSE
-

Self care
Keeping safe
Self dressing skills.
Road safety unit.
Wrap a present unit.

Trips and Visits: Forest School

-

- Retelling stories and sensory exploration using props and visual
support/reading comprehension.

- Stars/Moon/Sun

Humanities

Literacy
- Exploring relevant literacy at appropriate level of children.

- Spoken language - opportunities to speak, to listen and to communicate.

Art & DT
Designing and making rockets.
Cooking: Christmas and Space related.
Christmas decorations.
3D flying saucers models.
Mars landscapes.
Special Ways of Living.
Large planets.
Alien designing and painting.

PE
-To learn to climb up and jump off safely.
-To move with control and co-ordination over, under and
through a variety of apparatus.
-Yoga
-Dancing
-Strengthening: climbing and bear bearing.

Science
- Focused around learning about Space and Planets-some children.
- Sensory Exploration Activities (hot-cold/gravity/searching for hidden
objects).
- To investigate the best material for blackout.
- To know that darkness is the absence of light.
- Learning about seasonal changes: Autumn.
- Observing light, dark, shadows and sources of light.

Computing
- To explore Space images
- Draw Space pictures.
- Finding an image – search
engine use.
- keyboard skills – adding
labels/captions

RE
- Christmas
- Diwali
- Festivals of Light
- Remembrance Day
- Hanukah

